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Abstract: This project presents a comprehensive investigation on pulse distortions due to

the third-order dispersion (TOD) on ultra-high speed long-haul single channel optical fiber

communication system using Optical fiber System. The optical communication system
consists of dispersion-managed line with periodic amplification by Er-doped fiber

amplifiers. The presence of the TOD introduces broadening and an additional temporal

shift on the propagating pulse. The impact of TOD is observed at the receiving end of
transmission line considering the variation of different factors such as transmission reach,
bit rate, duty cycle, pulse shape and fiber type. Only self-phase modulation, second and

third order dispersion, fiber loss, and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise are

considered here. BER performance is also observed considering receiver noise. The
numerical result shows that temporal effect on pulse center decreases in the case of NRZ

Gaussian pulse while using SSMF-DCF system and when both group velocity dispersion and

TOD effects are considered. At first, pulse broadening due to GVD and TOD has been
observed by varying bit rates from 40 Gb/s to 160 Gb/s. Then temporal shift of pulse

center position is investigated by varying transmission distance, bit rate, duty cycle, input
pulse shape and different transmission models for DM systems. Finally, performance of

input pulses such as Gaussian and super-Gaussian pulses is evaluated by varying bit rates

from 40 Gb/s to 160 Gb/s. Fiber chromatic dispersion, SPM and receiver noises are taken
into account for the numerical calculation. DM transmission line is considered for each

scheme. A PRBS of length 27−1 is used to propagate through the optical fiber. The presence

of the TOD causes pulse broadening, long oscillatory tail as well as introduces a temporal

shift to pulse irrespective of shape. With the increase of bit rate, temporal shift of pulse
center increases. Pulse center position also changes with the variation of duty cycles and it

is found that temporal shift decreases with duty cycle. Time shift of pulse also occurs
depending on pulse shape and fiber type.

Keywords: Third-order Dispersion (TOD), Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE), SSMF-

DCF System.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing transmission rates and link lengths of optical communication systems imply a better
knowledge of the impact of dispersion. As the transmission speed is increased, the influence of higher
order dispersion is greater and must be understood. In this Project we obtained a solution for a
propagating pulse with third order dispersion. We could understand quantitatively the importance of
third order dispersion on the pulse shape for high speed transmission systems. Long Haul Optical
communication means Transmission of Optical signals over an optical fibre for longer distances,
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especially without or with minimal use of repeaters. Normally repeaters are necessary at intervals in a
length of fibre cable, to keep the signal quality from deteriorating to the point of non-usability. In long
haul optical communication system, the goal is to minimise the number of repeaters per unit distance.
The main challenge in ultra-long haul optical communication system design is loss. To some extend the
loss can be overcome by
i.
ii.

Increase the brilliance of light, but this brute force approach has limited practically.
Repeaters can be used to boost the signals, at the intervals along the route, but this approach is
costly and maintenance of such repeaters are difficult in underground or undersea cable route.
One of major issue in optical communication is the Dispersion. In a multimode optical fiber there
is an additional dispersion - the modal dispersion which occurs even, when the light introduced
into a fiber is an ideal monochromatic source. Indeed, in a single –mode fiber we can assume with
a good approximation that the optical path of the rays is directed along the optical axis of the fiber,
because the radius of the core is very small (5-10 µm). In a multi-mode fiber the radius of the core
is much larger (50-62.5 µm) and the rays can travel along different paths. In a multimode fiber
with a step profile of the refraction index all rays travel with the same speed – the rays travelling
along the fiber axis have the same speed as the rays travelling close to the core-cladding interface.
As they cover the optical paths of different length at the same speed they reach the detector at
different times. This leads to the temporal pulse broadening at the end of the fiber. This type of
temporal broadening is called the mode dispersion.

DISPERSION IN OPTICAL FIBRES

An information signal becomes distorted due to attenuation and dispersion as it travels in an optical
fibre. Attenuation is the loss of signal power and is governed by different mechanisms, including
absorption, scattering, and radiation. Since optical fibres were introduced for communication applications
three decades ago, great progress has been accomplished in producing optical fibres that exhibit very low
signal attenuation. On the other hand, dispersion is the spreading in the time domain of a signal pulse as it
travels through the fibre. Spectral components of a pulse propagating down an optical fibre reach their
destination at slightly different times. This translates into a wider pulse at the receiving end of the fibre.
Both attenuation and dispersion affect repeater spacing in a long distance fibre-optic communication
system. Dispersion affects the bandwidth of the system, hence maintaining low dispersion is of equal
importance for ensuring increased system information capacity, versatility and cost effectiveness.
Why Dispersion is a Problem

Dispersion V/s Bit Rate
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THIRD ORDER DISPERSION
One attractive aspect of optical fibres is their enormous bandwidth compared to other media, such as
radio waves and twisted-pair wires. Still, an optical fibre is not ideal; it possesses some unwanted
properties. Dispersion and nonlinearity are the major limiting factors in Optical wave communication.
Fibre dispersion causes different spectral components of a signal to travel at different speeds. Hence, for a
given transmission distance different spectral components arrive at the destination at different times.
This results in a pulse broadening effect when a pulse propagates along an optical fibre. However, the
situation is different when the nonlinearity and dispersion are considered together. In some
circumstances, the nonlinearity could counteract the dispersion. In addition, when multiple channels are
considered, the fibre nonlinearity results in interactions among channels.

FIBRE DISPERSION ANALYSIS

When one considers an optical fibre, the first parameter of interest is the value of dispersion. This is
simply because different types of optical fibres have different dispersions. For a single-mode optical fibre,
the only source of dispersion is due to group-velocity dispersion (GVD), or intramodal dispersion where
the dispersion is the result of the wavelength dependence of the group velocity v g .
This causes different spectral components to propagate along an optical fibre with different group
velocities. For an optical fibre of length z, the spectral component at a frequency ω would exit the fibre at
a time delay of T = z / v g .
The group velocity v g can be related to the phasev g −1= dβ/ dω. Due to the frequency dependence of β,
one can show that a pulse having the spectral width of ∆ω is broadened
by ∆T =

2z∆ω , whereβ 2 = d2β

dω2,

which is generally called the GVD parameter, with units of ps2/km. The GVD parameter β2 can be
interpreted as the dispersion per unit transmission distance per unit frequency spread of the signal. In
optical fibre communication systems, the wavelength unit is more commonly used than the frequency
unit, and equation can be rewritten as

∆T = Dz∆λ

Where ∆λ is the signal and D is the dispersion which can be related to β 2 by
Where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, and λ is the wavelength.

Single Mode Fibres can be considered as an all pass filter (neglecting fibre loss and non-linearity) and
the corresponding transfer function can be expressed as
Where β m = (dmβ dωm) ω=ω0 , and ω 0 is the operating frequency.

It should be noted that equation is derived under the assumption that ∆ω<<ω 0 , so β(ω) can be
expanded about ω 0 by using a Taylor series. In terms of communication theory, the all-pass filter whose
transfer function is given by the equation would cause waveform distortion due to the nonlinear phase
response. This is commonly called dispersion in the fibre optic communication areas.

When that equation is considered, the first term in the exponent causes only a constant phase shift
while the second term results in a time delay. The third and following terms (the second-order and
higher-order terms when β 2 is considered) in that equation are the sources of dispersion.

The second-order term is related to the dispersion parameter D by the equation whereas the third and
higher-order terms are a result of the phase constant not being a quadratic function of frequency. For the
third-order term, it can be related to the dispersion slope S by
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In practice, the third and higher-order terms in the equation can be safely neglected as long as the
operating wavelength is sufficiently far from the zero-dispersion wavelength so that the contributions of
those terms are negligible. Thus, the quadratic dependence of the phase response on the frequency is the
major source of dispersion.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In an optical fibre communication system, Dispersion is the major limiting factor as bit rate and
transmission distance increases. Degradation of the performance of the system occurs due to increased
inter-chirp interference and reduced optical power. Dynamic dispersion compensation is becoming a
concern of vital importance in high-speed optical fiber communication systems operating at 40 Gb/s and
beyond, as such expansion of the transmission bandwidth results in signal waveform distortion.

Even if the transmission bandwidth is limited to a single channel, third-order dispersion (TOD) causes
pulses to have trailing ripples which degrades the performance of the ultrahigh speed optical
transmission systems. Therefore, in such a high bit rate system, it becomes increasingly important to
exactly compensate not only the second-order dispersion, but also the TOD or dispersion slope of the
fiber. There have been several dispersion-managed (DM) techniques to compensate for the dispersion
effects. Among the different dispersion compensation techniques, there are two methods that are very
useful,

i.
one using the dispersion compensation fiber (DCF)
ii. and the other, using optical fiber Bragg Grating (FBG).
However, investigations of TOD effect for bit rate of more than 40 Gb/s with actual values of TOD
parameters is yet to be addressed. In this project, it is examined the impact of TOD on the pulse shape for
ultra-high speed (40 Gb/s and more) system considering group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter with
TOD and evaluated the performance in this ultra-high speed long-haul transmission system. TOD effect
has been compared by sending Gaussian and super-Gaussian pulses as input for different bit-rates, duty
cycles and different transmission models.

THEORETICAL MODELING

DM system consists of alternating fiber segments with positive or negative dispersion, so chosen that
the absolute value of average dispersion remains much smaller than that of local dispersion in either fiber
segment. In such a system, effects of TOD can be relatively large, especially when pulse becomes short.
Pulse evolution behaviour can be described by TOD perturbed nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE).
The basic equation which governs optical pulse propagation in DM system is given by

where , E is the slowly varying envelope of the optical
pulse, Z is propagation distance; β2(z) is the Fibre GVD , β3(z) is the TOD – Third order Dispersion , S(Z)
is the Non linearity ,Γ(z) is the Fibre loss and g(z) Amplifier gain.
The DM transmission model consists of a number of fiberspans in between a transmitter and a
receiver. The schematic diagram consists of a number of fibre spans in between transmitter and receiver
as shown in fig.1.
In the figure, the transmitter section consists of

i. Data source,
ii. Electrical driver,
iii. Laser source and
iv. Amplitude modulator.
The data source generates return-to-zero (RZ) Gaussian and super-Gaussian data format at one of the
three bit rates (40/100/160Gb/s).

In our simulation, we have used two different DM models. One model consists of SSMF and DCF in
each DM map period. In another model, a combination of nonzero dispersion-shifted fiber (NZDSF) and
DCF have been used. Each span consists of an optical amplifier at the end terminal of the span. At end of
the fibre Receiver is used and consists of p-i-n photodiode, Bessel Optical Filter and Low Bessel Filter.

The numerical simulation has been done by solving the equation using split-step Fourier method for
the model shown in Figure. Signal modulation format is a key issue which determines transmission
quality and spectral efficiency. In order to maximize optical transmission link capacity, system design
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and optimization have to take into account all the contributing facts, such as channel data rate,
transmission distance, signal optical power, amplifier noise figure, channel wavelength spacing, optical
amplifier spacing, fiber dispersion and nonlinear parameters, dispersion management strategy, and
receiver bandwidth and so on….

One of the most important factors in the system, which affects the choices of all other system
parameters, is the signal optical modulation format. In fact, signal optical spectral bandwidth, tolerance to
chromatic dispersion, resistance to non- linear effects, susceptibility to accumulated noise and other
system performance measures are directly related to the optical modulation format.

For RZ Gaussian and super-Gaussian pulses we have chosen different types of fiber and system
parameters, which are given.
Parameter
α(dB/KM)
D (ps/nm/KM)
S (ps/nm2/KM)
Fibre Length (KM)

SSMF
0.21
16
0.08
50

DCF
0.5
-100
0.08
8 for SSMF 2.5 for NZDSF

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NZDSF
0.2
4.5
0.07
55.5

The investigations have been carried out by varying different parameters as mentioned above. Here
in the first simulation TOD effect is observed for the Gaussian and super- Gaussian pulses propagating
through SSMF-DCF DM system by varying bit rates only. Incident power is 1 mW and duty cycle is 50%.
Bit rate is varied from 40 Gb/s to 160 Gb/s. In the simulation, third order super-Gaussian pulse has been
assumed to achieve reduced timing jitter in the system. With the increase of bit rates, TOD effect also
increases as TOD dispersion length (LD3) becomes smaller than that of GVD which in turn satisfies the
condition for TOD effect i.e. LD3 <LD2.
For 40 Gb/s, TOD effect is negligible as evident from Figure.

Pulse propagation through SSMF-DCF at transmission distance of 2030 km for 40 Gb/s Gaussian
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Pulse propagation through SSMF-DCF at transmission distance of 2030 km for 40 Gb/s Super Gaussian

In case of 100 Gb/s, the pulse broadens to almost 10 ps from 5 ps (FWHM) for Gaussian pulse after
transmission of 2030 km and exhibits a long oscillatory tail extending around40 ps for both Gaussian and
super-Gaussian pulse shapes as shown in Figures.

Pulse propagation through SSMF-DCF at transmission distance of 2030 km for 100 Gb/s Gaussian

Pulse propagation through SSMF-DCF at transmission distance of 2030 km for 100 Gb/s Super
Gaussian

For 160 Gb/s, pulse broadens to almost 6 ps from 3.125 ps (FWHM) for Gaussian pulse and oscillatory
tail is found on both edges of pulse which extends around 60 ps as shown in Figures
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Pulse propagation through SSMF-DCF at transmission distance of 2030 km 160 Gb/s Gaussian

Pulse propagation through SSMF-DCF at transmission distance of 2030 km for 160 Gb/s Super
Gaussian.

CONCLUSION

The performance of a long distance optical fibre communication system is limited by various factors,
one of which is dispersion, as mentioned earlier. Pulse distortion reduces maximum spacing between
optical transmitters and receivers if the same BER performance for the system is to be maintained When
commercial single-mode optical fibre links were first introduced and installed, they were designed to
offer zero dispersion 1.3µm, since that was the wavelength of commercially available light sources.
Operated nowadays at 1.55µm, these fibres exhibit substantial positive dispersion that may be cancelled
out by using dispersion compensating fibres which provide large negative dispersion at that wavelength.
The TOD effect has been evaluated by varying bit rate, transmission distance, duty cycle, pulse shape and
different transmission models for DM system. The presence of the TOD causes pulse broadening, long
oscillatory tail as well as introduces a temporal shift to pulse irrespective of shape. With the increase of
bit rate, temporal shift of pulse center increases. Pulse center position also changes with the variation of
duty cycles and it is found that temporal shift decreases with duty cycle. Time shift of pulse also occurs
depending on pulse shape and fiber type. When bit rate is 40 Gb/s, temporal shift of pulse occurs but
pulse ripple at trailing edge is negligible. But when bit rate increases to 100 Gb/s or more, both pulse
ripple and time shift dominate. From the in-depth analyses, it has been found obvious that the influence of
TOD should not be ignored for ultra-high bit rate systems. As far as real environment is concerned, it has
been established that performance of RZ Gaussian pulse using SSMF-DCF system is better in ultra-high
speed application when both GVD and TOD effects are considered. The outcome of this project will be
useful for designing and implementing ultra-high speed long-haul optical fiber communication system.
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